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https://www.macworld.com/article/3734591/2020/04/biennial-review-apples-magic-mouse-2-and-the-
homepod.html2020-04-18T08:00:00-04:00Biennial Review: Apple's Magic Mouse 2 and the HomePod
Magic Mouse ($40 at Apple) is an improved version of last year's model." width="620" /> It's a good
month for Photoshop fans. As of today, all users of older versions can upgrade to Photoshop CC 2016
for Windows, macOS or Linux. (You can’t upgrade a CC 2017 license, however.) For those getting
Photoshop for the first time, it’s a move that brings built-in AI edits in InDesign and Illustrator, for
starters. And as the Software Connectivity Market declined, Photoshop is the last of the major
applications now available to download through the USB standard. As mentioned above, I’ve made
the choice for most of my review testing to use Photoshop CC at my usual iPad Pro, 12.9-inch,
working with an Apple Pencil. An androgynous dragon exits the top of an iPhone, created through
the included libraries, then morphs into the title character of the title-style image in the Books
section. The added AI edges, included in the Creative Cloud, include a basic command that turns off
the effect, for those who want to create an image entirely on their own. There is also a variety of
edits to smooth specific kinds of images (the lines you see in the image above are areas where the
edit was applied). The option for applying the Edge AI to the thumbnails provided when opening an
image is one of them. ( Learn more from Adobephotoshop.com. )
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What is Adobe Spark?
It's the new professional version of Adobe Photoshop that's designed for graphics and web design.

It's still a great tool, but not as robust as Photoshop and allows for only one window. The difference
between Photoshop CS6 and Photoshop CS6 Spark is pretty big, but don't let that scare you off.

Why use Lightroom vs Photoshop for Photography?
When looking for graphic design software, it's important to determine which would best suit the
needs and preferences of your photography work and your workflow. Adobe Photoshop CS6 is

already a powerful tool. In my opinion, it represents the most complete editing experience. But if you
are new to Photoshop and looking for a quick way to work on your photos, Lightroom is the program
for you. It's better for editing photos that you may want to print, but don't have plans on selling for a
while. If you intend to test your photos for their potential in various markets, then you should choose

the Lightroom. What is web images ?
Web images are used to display or link to the image you've just edited in Photoshop. Instead of

saving your original to a CD or moving to your computer and opening the original file, you can save
a web image of the original file. To generate a web image from Photoshop, you need to export the
file. Lightroom doesn't generate web images, so for the most part, you need Photoshop. You can

export photos for web viewing and to save a JPEG image with the same settings used for the original
photo. 933d7f57e6
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Photoshop CS6 features > Tools > 3D tools, allowing users to add 3D models to Photoshop
documents. Ability to turn Smart Objects on or off with a single click, the capability to selectively
apply Smart Filters, and 2D & 3D Layers, scene/camera/composite/layer, instant camera, and layers-
transparency is a filter, adjustments including new Adjustment Layers, the ability to set brush size
and hardness, new effects like white-balancing, paint-over (drag and drop), aerial photograph,
photoshopped with the same brushes, removing censorship filter, system info, image retrieval, the
ability to rotate, flip, enlarge, and resize images, new filter effects, basic undo/redo, improved photo
print, import from other programs, image sequences now have keyframing UI workflow, auto-duck-
detect, high-easing, airbrushing of mono-color objects, infinity transform zoom, expand text & paths,
expand captions, mirror/flip/rotate tools to a new layer, magnetic placement, resize/crop/rotate
using the arrow keys, maximize or minimize the selected area, a new feature, touch up, while the
image is in a state of edit, the image can be customized in the same way as in a photo editor,
improved easily and automatically generated layer mask, and many other features. Layer Masks: A
feature used to alter parts of the image and keep other parts hidden. The layers masks add the
ability to selectively change the visibility of specific image areas without affecting the appearance of
other areas. It is useful to selectively reveal or hide specific parts of an image on a layer, such a face
or background, while keeping the rest of the artwork intact.
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Adobe Photoshop Elements – Creativity can be messy, but Elements makes it cleaner. It gives you
more ways to fix what you've got and newer ways to create a more beautiful image you've always
dreamed about. Elements is a smart tool that keeps your image and text clean and organized, while
you work. It can organize millions of photos and assemble separate files into one easy-to-share photo
album. Adobe Photoshop – The two most powerful desktop editing applications for professional and
amateur photographers have a new relationship. Sharing images across the web and the cloud just
got easier with Share for Review. This new beta feature lets you collaborate with real-time visual
editing in Adobe Photoshop, without leaving your favorite application. Even when editing on a Mac
or PC, you can continue collaborating and get immediate permission to see your coworkers’ work,
regardless of the application. Adobe Sensei – The future is here: artificial intelligence for
Photoshop is ready to transform how designers and photographers approach their work, moving
beyond click-and-drag and into a multi-dimensional virtual world. Other new Photoshop features
include the ability to easily view and edit image in multiple dimensions; the introduction of a new
version of Adobe Lens, which lets you find and search photos based on keywords, and a variety of
workflows, tools, brushes and actions to simplify the process of editing.



Up until now, you had to make sure you had “Full” HD (1920×1080) displays on your desktops or
laptops when working in Photoshop. Up until now, you had to open an image in Photoshop, wait for
the editing software to launch, and wait some more as it loaded in the browser. Now, using the new
Share for Review feature in Photoshop, you don’t need to do anything. Just drag-and-drop images
into the window. Or add HTML5 markup from the Internet so you can view web pages in the
browser, or make a “smart folder” to get an instant web gallery of documents that need editing.
When you drop files into the Photoshop browser window, it will open in the proper Photoshop
window, and fill in any missing parts of your file. That saves a lot of time and traffic. To continue to
grow and evolve the Photoshop and Photoshop Creative Cloud experience, we’ve introduced new
features that help help you more fully use Photoshop and Creative Cloud. In this release, we have
added a new streamlined user interface that makes it easier to find and manage presets, macro and
scripting actions, and templates in our new Gallery, and we have added a new editor to convert
video and image sequences to a variety of new Adobe After Effects and Adobe Premiere Pro effects.
Adobe Story, our new design tool, provides you with a quicker and easier way to create revealing
content. Also, with fast web connectivity, you can publish a web-ready file directly from Photoshop.
This file can be edited on the go, in the browser.
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The Clipboard palette, which features a new Quick-Edit button that gives you direct access to
common graphic and text editing tasks. Support for path-based editing and several improvements in
the Pencil tool make drawing is a snap. Creative Cloud CC (CC) for free versions of Photoshop CC
and Adobe InternetPlus that's free for small-business customers. Photoshop CC, the latest version of
the popular professional photo-editing tool for desktop computers, features all the creative power of
Photoshop CC 2019 plus modern features and support for cloud tech. Learn more about Photoshop
CC]]>https://graphics.pcworld.com/article/2022603/adobe-photoshop-elements.html 2022603/Adobe
Photoshop Elemnts Version 0.5Announced: H.265/HEVC-Bash to Launch Next
Monthhttps://graphics.pcworld.com/article/2022602/announced-h-265hevc-bash-launch-next-month-
6.html 2020-04-08T22:32:00Z

Source: 2020-01-31 The High Efficiency Video Codec (HEVC) H.265/HEVC-Bash (H.265xH.265)
project is the first worldwide standard for the compression of high definition video resolution with
high efficiency in today's HDTV standards. Getting an HEVC standard to completion is important

because storage and transmission space is limited in portable and mobile devices, and HEVC allows
providers to increase the amount of data that can be stored and transmitted. H.265xH.265
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development has made significant progress since the announcement of H.265 to include
technologies that are critical to on-screen performance such as new coding structures for encoding

key features, Increased support for AV1/AV1-L, video quality enhancement, and support for
emerging industries such as mobile and content distribution.

LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- In celebration of the 75th anniversary of the publication of
Róisín Dubh (Blackthorn), a modernist poem written by Merriam, FL based journalist Richard
O’Connor (February 27, 1920 — March 15, 2010), publishers Atria Press and Dutton have chosen
one of Ireland’s finest poets and one of the most renowned men of letters in the Second World War
to re-illuminate the powerful literary text on the anniversary of its composition. In honor of Ireland’s
National Poetry Day on March 2, Róisín Dubh will be republished with a foreword by renowned Irish
poet John Montague. LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- At the February 26th Adobe MAX 2017
keynote session, Adobe announced the launch of the Data Studio family of data analytics tools,
providing enterprise-grade data visualization and exploration in a user-friendly, browser-based
experience. Designed for desktop and mobile devices, Data Studio includes the new Reflow Data
Panel, enabling cross-device real-time data visualization and design collaboration. It also includes a
new data acquisition and rendering solution to help collect, organize and access enterprise data
from any source and render to any display. LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- On February 28, a
new collection of dogeared X-acto knife blades designed by artist Jamie Beck will enter a
preservation and restoration project at the Toledo Museum of Art. Beck has been a longtime user
and advocate of the precision tool for its ability to clean up not only photographs, but works of art
generally. Entering its seventh year, the project, Preservation with Purpose, is aimed at protecting
the original look of paintings, photographs and other works of art from centuries of treatment. Beck
has designed the Industrial X-Acto Knife Blade Sheet Set, one blade for every 16 blades in the
project.


